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Made In America makes the difference

F

urniture manufacturer
Sorrentino Mariani faced
a difficult decision years
ago. They could follow the trend
of American companies moving
production overseas or continue
making their furniture in
America. The company needed
to stay competitive on costs,
but there was a concern that
quality control, on-time delivery
and customer communication
could suffer — not to mention
the American jobs that would
be lost. They concluded that all
aspects of manufacturing would
remain in America.
It turned out to be the right
decision. Making their furniture
stateside has proven essential to
a large number of their projects.
There is no better example of this
than their recent involvement
with Vermont’s Topnotch Resort.
The New England resort’s multimillion dollar renovation of its
hotel hinged on hard dates for
every aspect of the job. One
missed deadline could delay
the renovation and lead to work
interruptions.
Sorrentino Mariani
collaborated closely with
the property ownership, the
construction company, and
the design team, Truex Cullins
Interiors. Timelines were
coordinated room-by-room
and floor-by-floor. Sorrentino
Mariani ensured their furniture
would arrive on property on
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specific dates. This was vital to the
project progressing smoothly. If
furniture arrived late, everything
would halt abruptly. If it came

before rooms were ready, the
overflow furniture would hinder
renovations. By manufacturing
everything stateside, each

deadline was met.
Making the furniture
in America also allowed the
Sorrentino Mariani team to be
on site at key moments during
the project. This included preproduction inspections of room
types to better engineer the
furniture as well as providing
proper installation of each case
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Quality, consistency and reliability. These are the reasons we manufacture contract
furniture in America. It’s why our projects arrive on time, on budget and to our clients’
specifcations. Thirty years of quality craftsmanship. Made in Virginia. Made in America.
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piece. In the end, Topnotch
Resort made their deadlines in
time for their summer season.

